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PREFACE
Equaformualities stands for a combination ref equations,

formulas, and inequalities. This is what this book is all

about. Equations, formulas, and inequalities make up the

basic mathematical language used by engineers, technicians,

and many other people who use mathematics in their work or

in their hobbies. For example, in drag racing formulas are

used to place the cars in the various classes. In baseball,

formulas are used to figure batting averages and pitchers'

earned run averages. Inequalities are used in figuring

weight classes in many sports, such as wrestling, boxing,

auto racing, and boat racing.

There is nothing mysterious about equations, formulas,

or inequalities. They are simply a shorter way of writing

mathematical ideas or mathematical rules. They are sometimes

called a shorthand way of writing, using a mathematical

language.

This book will give you a chance to work with this

mathematical language. Some of the basic operations in

the language are introduced. You will use these operations

in laboratory experiments and in several types of formulas.

iv
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LESSJA: ]
1

TRUE OR FALSE

Stud, the following sentences.

1. Lansing is the capital of Michigan.

2. New York is the capital of England.

Students should have 25 hours of homework each night.

h. The moon is a planet.

The Statue of Liberty is a bridge.

c. Hawaii is a state.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Which of these :7enterv:es are true? Which are false? How can

you tell which are true?

Humbers can also be placed in sentences. Here are some

examples of mathematical sentences.

1- = h + 4

k

r) -t

--q

11

r\)

X

(-)

-9

IxIxE>Oxt/Exclf

C x ('
)4 "I

(PI

k
())



2 LESSON 1

THOUGHT QUESTIONS

On page 1, some of the English sentences are true and

some are false. Some of the mathematical sentences at the

bottom of page 1 are true and some of them are false.

1) Which of the mathematical sentences are true and which

are false?

2) How can you tell if one of the mathematical sentences

is true?

EXERCISES

In the exercises below, you are to: (1) replace the

with the number indicated; (2) state whether the resulting

sentence is true cr false. Examples A. B, and C have been

worked for you.

A.

B.

C.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Sentence = 5 . 7 = 2

+ 5 = 12 False True False

0 4-
= 2x True .True True

+ 5 = 11 False False False

0 + 3 = 8

x 4 = 28

1+ + 3 = 4 +

13 + = + 13

54 - = 49

35 4- = 5



LESSON 1

EXERCISES (Continued)

7.

v.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Sentence = 5 ' 7 = 2

5 4 K 0 4- = (5 + ) + 3

. a

x7 = 39

= 0x0

+ + + 7 =

5 x ( + 8) . .

(5 x H5 x 8)

+ 5 = + 7

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Which exercises were true for all three values substituted?

2. Would these sentences be true for all number replacements

of the ?

3. Which sentences were true for the first two values and

false for the third?

4. Would any of the sentences in (1) be true for values of

the Oother than 5, 7, or 2?

5. Which sentences were true for only one given value of the ?

8



4

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS (Continued)

LESSON 1

6. Would any of the sentences in (5) be true for any other

value of the 0

7. Which sentences were false for all of the values substituted?

8. Which of the sentences in (7) would be true for' some sub-

stitution for the

Were any of the: sentences ex1:E0es of the commutative,

associative, or distributive laws? if so, which ones?

9



LESSON 2 5

NOT ALWAYS TRUE OR FALSE

1. The U.S. Supreme Court is elected by the people of

Washington, D.C.

He is governor of this state.

3. The President of the U.S. is elected every four years.

4. That one is your favorite.

5. He is a real winner.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Which of the sentences above are true?

2. Which of these are false?

3. Which ones are neither true nor false?

4. Why can't you tell if some of these sentences are true

or false?

5 + 13

5

'1)

r?,

0
1 +

co
cv (o

-56-

+
II #

cn 41) ±
0

40°
-I-

H

vcb

r)a 011 = axe +

10

-I- le
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS (Continue ;

2

Which of tho mathematical sentences are true': Which are

false?

6. Which of these mathematical sentences are neither true nor

false?

7. Lf is replaced by 10 in each sentence, could you tell

if the sentence is true or false?

8. Which ones would be true if the was replaced with the

number l'.)?

Y. DI each sentence. what number does the have to be re-

p laced by to get true sentence.:

Wh,:-n we have mathematiclil sentence such as 5 + = 14

we call the variable. A sentence containing a variable

is neither true hor false. When we substitute numbers for the

variables, we gtA either a true sentence or a false sentence.

We are primarily in;;crested in those values which make the

sentence true. These values are called the solution set of

that sentenc.

Ln (7) - 1) what number could replace the to make a

true sentence

Right! A 9 in place of the would make a true sentence

because 5 f 9 =

In the sentence 11, if the could be re-

placed by any membei. of the set ( 1, 3, )1., 5) , which

number(s) would make the sentence true?

. 11
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EXERCISES

In the following mathematical sentences you are to find

the value(s) for the variables ( A or O's)
that make the sentence true. All the values are to be selected

from ( C), 1, 2, 3, h, 5)

I

3x 0 <

7. 6-

8. 0 1) = 2

]0.

> 147

O + 7 = 7 +

12. 5x0+ 1 = 27

t rom replace, ntz for :& varialp] L.

known a:: replacem,mt set. In the following -,:x.72rcis,

s.:t T, 6, 7, 8, 1C).

FoY all th va2ue:3 that mak., th ntnc.

U.

< e

x

:Y:Elx3)= (2x0)x3

:

x + 6 =

12

7



8 LESSON

+Q+ ,Q .5x ,A

7. = 1221x0 + 6

8. = 17 17

2.x( + = (2,:x

C. + = 12-7-

x > 25

+ 1 18

S..F:e if you can find the values of the variables that make

these sentenc:z: true. Use only names of whole numbers to

the variables (except in Exercise 1).

EXERCISES

1. governor of Michigan

, +A +A= 1:5

3. + 5 =

3 <

5. 0 5 > 0 4. 5

6. ( 3 x ) + 1 = 19

7 A + = (2x0) +

s. < 3

13



WELL BALANCED SENTENCES

BALANCE BEAM

A balance beam is used to weigh ite=. Tit b-am wi:: show

which o two w,ights is havier, or if thy th.

How :does a b am ,.hcw that two ob.cts hv th2

2am- .:.eight? Suppose you have a group of small blocks that

all wtiigh the same. Place five blocks on on .z-. end of the balanc

bea:!1 and four bloci:s on the othcr ent tiv_, beam balanoe?

If not, whiAl n: :iii rise?

Tfecause th- en; with five blocks is heavier, we can write

or < r. Aii thr block:: to the ml with 1-:v blocko.

l the b-7;a::i balanc-1.

On th.:: oth%:r ni.. four blocks to the four airy
1) :3 balanc now

:!o thc.r.7: blloc1:2 on one ervl an! 2; 4- on th,ly

othr a 1%ath.-,ma.tial s-Alten cut of
F + by rAittinF a <, -, or > in thc! b]arik.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

In which of the followinR situations will th beam baance?

A2oum-,: sma:11 b:ocks all weigh the zam.

14







12 LESSON --i

EXERCISES

Let's look at this balance beam.

RUG
WOMB 111 Bf. III

DIMON
NEON MU 1111M

timimmommw

1. Does it balance?

2. If we take five blocks off each side, will it balance?

3. If we take 1 the blocks off each side, will it balance?

4. If we double the number of blocks on each side, will it

balance?

5. If we add ten blocks to each side, will it balance?

6. If we take away half the blocks on one side and take away

nine blocks on the other side, will the scale balance?

7. What can you do to the weights and still have the beam

balance?

8. What can't you do to the weights to keep the beam balanced?

Here is another beam:

RA

NM it

MIR VI

Immommmir

We know the beam balances but we don't know how much the

large block with the A on it weighs. How could we find the

weight of the large block? Right again; if we take three

small blocks off each side, the large block would be all by

itself on one side and six small blocks would remain on the

other side. Then we can say, "The large block weighs the

same amount as six small blocks".

17



or of t;.::11 That you - to :11-H
the wc.4ght o cry- of the Tay.r....c blocks.

EXAMPLES':
A.

REMOVE TWO BLOCKS
FROM EACH SIDE.

REMOVE HALF THE BLOCKS
FROM EACH SIDE (OR DIVIDE
THE NUMBER OF BLOCKS ON
EACH SIDE BY TWO. )

18

EXERCISES

A

A





:1!:SS J1: 3

What do you have to do in this problem to find the weirht

one of the large blocks? This lends to tip'.

to :.hick to do first; take away three small blocks or take half

of each amount. Lf we take half of each side first. we would

have to take half of the three small blocks on the left side.

Lf we take away the three blocks first, we avoid this problem.

Thus, for this problem ::c would:

1. Take three small blocks away -from each side.

2. Take half of the remaining blocks away from

each side.

EXERCISES

Tell what you would do to find the weight of one larEre block

in each of the balance scales. You should avoid reTnovir!

parts of blocks if possible.

A

2.

A
. 20





LE=::

NOT SO WELL BALANCED SENTENCES

C.

b.:!lance

0 which will riDt

Pcr of' thc_ ,:!-cv-T. it is impossible to tell

,....heth-r or m3t .

. 22



1S LESSON 4

In practically all cases so far the beams have been balanced.

However, there are many situations where beams are unbalanced.

For example, many things have to weigh more than a certain min-

imum or less than a certain maximum.

in many forms of automobile and boat racing, the car or

boat must weigh at least a certain amount. When the car or boat

is inspeeLt,1 by the race officials, they weigh it. As long as

it weighs more than the minimum weight, the inspectors are satis-

fied. The car or boat could weigh 1 lb., 100 lbs., or 500 lbs.

more than the minimum and still meet the weight requirements.

Below is a picture showing the beam if the boat weighs more

than the minimum weight requirements.

The American Power Boat Association rules state that
a class DU Stock Outboard Hydroplane must weigh a
minimum of 435 pounds. This weight includes the boat,
motor, and driver.

23



EXERCISES
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20 LES:;:::: 4

We can write this last relationship as a. mathematical sentence:

5 x 3 <4 x 4.

95



Cr_'"."

Writ 2entcmce using =, < , or >signs for each

of thcHr:c- balans. Alr,o draw an arrow over the end of the

boam that wou],:i :iownward (as done in number 1).

2.

26

15 x 5 12X6

24x2

:71



22 LESSON )4

Ct

From this drawing you can

see that 1 large block plus

3 small blocks is heavier

than 8 small blocks. A

shorter way of writing this

is:
INI111"

Y + 3 x > 8 5.(

If we remove 3 small blocks

from each side, will the

beam still remain unbalanced

? If it does, the

beam will show 1 large block

is heavier than small

blocks, or El > 1111



Let's consider the boat problem

rror r9[77, 16. As the problem stated the

boat, motor, and driver must weigh

more than 435 pounds.

DG OS the combination of boat, motor, and

driver above pass the weight requirement?

Now ir the 103 ib. motor is removed from the
scale, the beam would tip the other way.

To prevent this, th- pound side is

reduood until the bcam is unbalanced just

lihe it was ori,;inally. This requires

100 pounds of weight to be removed from

the right side of the beam. Now the

beam shows this:

335
POUN S

BOAT
DRIVE

Now the 200 lb. boat is removed. To keep the

beam the same, 200 punds are removed from

the other side. New the seal:, shows:

In other words the driver must weigh >

28



Letts look at another example:

Remove 3 small blocks

from each side,

10x® <
7X 1M <

IlamINNOIN=MI

X

X

1111111111.

qn111P

111 ffill

LESSON L

41111111

MI

UM

MO

x

Thus: Seven small blocks weigh less than one large block.

Try these problems. In each exercise tell what you would do

to find the weight of the large blocks.

I.

vv

Al111111111111111

1111111}111

2 x rlfl.N 6 x

>
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4.

5.

4x 1-Y-1 < 12x

Y

X +4 xffill >lox

>

LE'SSC)1.:

1111lin MEM

1111 111111111

1 ME Milli



)" 4

6.

3x )51 > 15 x 0
)1-71 >

7.

. 32

51C + 3x Mil < 9xiia



28 LESSON 5

BALANCED SENTENCES NOT ON THE BEAM

Equations and inequalities represented on a balance beam

can be solved without using the beam. For example:

This would be written 2 < I:1 + 3 x Em = 11 x

However there is a much shorter way to write this mathematical

sentence. In Nace of the unknown weights we can just

write the X. Thus, the X will stand for' the weight of the

unknown box r)(1 . Thus our equation becomes

11111

2 X 3 x Q_ 11 x

As you can see, there is a possibility of confusing the letter X

and the multiplication sign. To prevent teachers from getting

your answers confused, Algebra does away with the use of the

multiplication sign x in many cases. When two symbols (not

numerals) are writto.1 together without any sign between them,

it means they are multiplied together. Thus 22w means 2 times

P, times w. This doesn't work when used between two numerals,

of course. Does 45 mean 4 x 5? Does 3 Ea mean

3 x

Our equation becomes: 2X + = lis.

Next we can make things even shorter by leaving out the

The number itself can stand for the number of blocks.

The equation is now simply: 2X + 3 = 11



LESSON 5 29

EXERCISES

Hum mik
Him Mt 11111

What is the simplest mathematical sentence you can write to

represent this problem?

The answer is upside down at the bottom of the page.

Do the same for the following exercises.

1.

2.

HUM 111 11 k
mamma

L = + XE



30 LESSON 5

A shorter way to write 1X is X.

Now consider the equation

2X + 3 =

a. Draw a balance beam to represent it.

b. Tell what you would do to the beam to end up with just the

X on one side of the scale.

Now appl y the same steps to the equation itself.

2X -r 3 = -

3 =-3

2X =7 6

2X = 6
2

Remove 3 from each side.

Divide each side by 2.

X = 3 This means 1X = 3.

This means that X has the same weight or value as the 3. This

process is known as solving the equation. Solving the equation

is a fancy way of saying "Finding the value of the unknown

in this equation".

EXERCISES

Draw X + 5 = 12 on a balance beam. Tell what you would do on

the beam to find the weight of the X.

Now demonstrate the process with the equation.

X + 5 = 12

X =

35
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Example 1

i!ow 'oni,ler X +

if' you drew these block on the scale, what would you do to

,c)th :-ivies to have the X remain by itself?

instead of drawinr the beam, just do that step to the

,lotion itself.

X =

X=
Example 2

Consider X = 123

On the balance beam, what would you do to both sides

so that one side contained a single X?

Do the same

for the equation.

EXERCISES,

S,Ave these equations: In each, write what you are going to

do to both sides of the equation, then shot, this. Finally

sho the answer as X = 15 or Y = 27 rather than 15 or 27.

1. X 1- 5 18

X=

= 20

36

2;1



32

3. x 1- 17 = 49

=

4. X + 145 = 355

x=

5. 5X = 60

X =

6. 12X = 60

7. X + 18 = 36

8. X + 143 = 296

37



;_,'ssoN 5

9. 2X + 15 = 41

10. 3x + 8 = 44

CHALLENGE EXERCISES

ii. 4 + lox = 64

12. 3X + 7 = 12



314.

13. 129 = 8 + 11X

LESS CI 5

39



OPERATING ON BALANCED SENTENCES
If ya, eciations. In each, show

-hat you do tr. bot I1 0- the ,-2.quation.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

do yolir answe..

:1;* lir(:cnt answers, explain why this happened.

T" .ro ot;h,av answer both tines, explain why this

har7^n.-'1.

Solv., these two %quati-)ns:

X=



D.

7X = 28

X =

THOUGHT QUESTIONS

This time, did you get the same answer for parts C and D?

Why did this happen?

Did you use the same method to solve both equations?

If you used different methods to solve equations C and D

explain why.

Tr you used the same method on both C and D explain why.

LESSON 6

So far you have used two methods to solve equations; Subtrac-

tion and Division. Sometimes you subtracted the same number

fro :; both sides or the equation and other times you divided

both r.i t s of thr. equation by the same number.

. 41



LESSON ö 37

Guessing which of the two methods to use doesn't work out too

well because at most you could only expect to be right 50%

of the time. There is an easier way to deternine which method

to 1)se. Look at the variable (the letter) and determine what

operations were done toit.

In 3-I-X=15 three was added to the X. To solve the equation

you do the opposite. The opposite of adding 3 is subtracting

3.

In 3X=15 the X was multiplied by 3. The opposite of multi-

plying by 3 is dividing by 3. To solve the equation you must

divide both sides of the equation by 3.

POINT

Decide whether you would subtract or divide to solve each of

these equations.

1. 3X = 25

2. 102X = 2040

3. 52 + X =75

. X + 76 = 1776
5. 210X = 6300

42
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V POINT

.1n each of the previous exercises, what number would you sub-

tract from each side or divide both sides of the equation by?

1

2

3

5.

For 2X + 3 = 13 do you divide or subtract? Think how you

would solve this if it were represented on a balance beam.

What would you do then? On the balance beam you first re-

moved 3 blocks from each side. On the equation you do that

operation first also. After you have removed everything but

the X's from one side of the scale on the equation, then you

divide to get a single X or variable.

Your work should 2X + 3 = 13

show the solution 3 = -3

as: 2X = 10
2 2

X = 5

EXERCISES. Solve these equations.

1 . 3X + 7 = 37 2 . 12 + 5X = 22

+ 4Y 11 4. 5Z =37.5

43
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LESSON 6 39

5. X + 7 49 6. 5x + 5 55

7. 10X+ 12 = 1042 8. 15 + 12X = 159

Sone mathematical sentences have a special meaning: 60D = rt

relates the speed, time and distance traveled by any moving

object, such as a car or boat.

In 60D = rt

D stands for the distance in miles.

r stands for the speed in miles per hour(mph) .

t stands for the time in minutes.

If you know any two of the three quantities, you can find the

third one.

9. For example, if a car travels 30mph for 10 minutes the

equation 60D = rt becomes

60D = 30 ><10 or

60D = 300. Find D.

Therefore a car traveling at 30 mph for 10 minutes travels

miles.



4o

10. If a boat travels 24 mph for 10 :ninutes how far does

it travel?

60D = rt

Using 24 in place of r and 10 in place of t,

the equation becomes

60D = 24 x 10

Multiplying 24 x 10 getting ; 240 gives

60D = 240. Find the value of D.

The boat traveled miles.

\

Use the formula 60D = rt in solving the following exercises.

LESSON 6

11. How many minutes will it 12. Ef a boat is traveling at

take a car traveling at 15 miles an hour for 48

30 miles an hour to go minutes, what distance
10 miles? will it have covered?

13. How fast is a plane

traveling if it covers

40 miles in 4 minutes?

45

14. An elevator covers 52.8

feet vertically in I min-

ute. What is the rate in

miles per hour that the

elevator is traveling?

(There are 5280 feet in

one mile. D must be

given in miles.)
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OPERATING ON UNBALANCED SENTENCES

EXERCISES

-::oth:,,natical sentences: Draw a balance

ale to r,7,nrcent call one.

A.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS

B. + X

How could you solve equations like A on the balance beam?

How could you solve inequalities like B on the balance

beam?

How can you solve A without using the beam?

Now lloul0 you solve .13 without using the beam?

EXERCISES

Solve these:

C. 3X = 1() D. 3X < 16

Describe the step you used to solve each mathematical sentence.

Solve these two exercises:

E. 3X + 5 = 17 F. 3X + 5 > 17



42 LESSOI':

Explain any differences in the way you solve these two

exercises.

EXERCISES Solve these mathematical sentences.

1.

5.

7X = 91

X + 3.75

3X + 5 >

=

15.5

2.

4.

6.

X+ 7 >91

3.8X < 57

10X + ]7 = 85

d = 76t2 is a formula for the distance a falling object

travels in a given number of seconds.

d stands for the distance in feet.

t stands for the number of seconds.

If a stone is dropped from a cliff and falls for three

seconds before it hits the ground, how high is the cliff?

d = 16t2

Of course you remember t
2
means t x t, so if t is three seconds

then t
2

is 3 x 3 or 9. Thus: d = 16 x 9
d = 144



LESSON 7

7. Find the height from which an object was dropped.

It fell five seconds before hitting the ground.

d = 16e-

Notice that in this problm you didn't have to subtract

or divide both sides of the equation by anything. All you

had to do was multip_ly: H / 5 x 5. This happened because

the letter you were to solve for (d) was already all by

itself on one side of the equation. This often happens when

working with formulas.

If a plane drops something and it takes ten seconds for

it to hit the around, what is the altitude of the plane?

48
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60D = rt can be used to find either distance, speed or

time if the other two are known.

For example: If D is five miles, and t is six

minutes, find r.

60D = rt

60 x 5= r x 6

300 = 6r

50 = r

The speed is 50 mph.

9. Use 60D = rt to find t if D is eight miles and r is
40 mph.

6o x

Solve for t.

60D = rt

x t

10. Use 60D = rt to find D if r is 20 mph and t is 21
minutes.

Solve for D.

60D = rt

60D =

49
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LESSON 8

SOLUTION PICTURES

Draw a picture of the :.;o1ution Example:

5 = 9
- 5=-S

X = 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

X = 4 is the solution bec.!au: Ls replaced by Li the
sentence X + 5 = becomes true :entence, 14 + 5 = 9 .
We show the graph of X = 9:; ri dot on the number line at

EXERCISES

1. X + 12 = 1.7

4 I0

3. 5X = 15

0I 2 34
4. x + 147 = 152

I0

0
5. 12X = 36

10

50

24r,
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PICTURING SOLUTIONS OF NUMBER SENTENCES

The number line is more helpful in picturing solutions of

mathematical sentences that have more than one number for a

solution. Here are some examples of inequalities using >, >

<, and < graphed on number lines. As you remember, < means

less than or equal to. Thus x < 5 means that any number that

rerlaces the x must be smaller than or equal to ;tare are

some examples

A.

or these rxraphs.

0

0

B.

0

C .

0

I 2

I 2

I 2

D. ,<

0

E. < I

0 I

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

I

5

q,

6

5 6

5 6

0
t I I

5 6 7

7

7

X > 5

X < 5

I
). X > 5

7

40 I I >
4 5 6 7

X < 5

X = 5

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Why were the arrows drawn on some of the number lines?

2.. Why did the arrows point in different directions?

3. Why do some arrows start with a and others start with

4. Why isn't there an arrow in E?

a 0



EXERCISES

10.

O i

O I

o

O I

O I

O I

O 12

O I

O I

2.

0
3

2

0-

3

2 3

0

2 3

2 3

2 3

3

2 3

2 3

2 3

ti..InrJs as nce.cssary.

4 5 6

I>
4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

0
4 5 6

4 5 6

0 >

A.

B. X

C. x

D. X

E. X<

F. X >

G. X > 3

H. X -..

I. .2( . 3

4 5 6

4 5 6

53

J. X > 1W.)

K. X
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Draw the graph of e,Ich of these mathematical sentences on

the number line.

1. X

Ii

3
I)

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1.e IIIII I I I OPz=7
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X 5

7

9

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2.1'41 I I I I I I I I IT
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

h I i; S1 tenc.(- that is represented by

number 1

41 1 1

O I 2

' ! ;.1

0
3 4 5 6 7 8 9

41 I I I I I I I I>
O I

O I

0
O I

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

04

14
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Solve these inequalities and graph the solutions on number lines.

1. 5X > 35

2. X 1- 142 < 148

0 I 2 3 4 5 7

3. 5X + 22 > 42

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

10X + 17 < 87

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5. 25Y + 23 > 73

8 9

8 9

8 9

I 1 1 I I I I I I 1>
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

55
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PHONE CALL GRAPHS

Kathy's father is keeping track of the time she talks

on the phone. He is an engineer and works with !raphs at

work, so he made a graph of her calls on Mcnaay eveninr-

"'his is the graph:

11E1=310 4E111
11111111111111111111111
6 pm 7pm 8 pm 9pm 10 pm I I pm

Eah unit Oil the r;(-'n];.: )Unutes. The letter

t will be Lfl Cer the times that she was on the

phon. The vcaph Mows a dot at 8 p.m. (This would be

written t Kathy answered the phone at o' : :lock, but

hung up rihf Silt' was mai at that boyfriend.

Her loll(,3!, eotl was between and 0:11H. This can

e written as an Irequalit as follows

:30 : : I

This inequality :.tate,:ent Is 17( ad is rreater than

or equal to 8:30 and less than or equal to n:)t5". Because

t stands for those times that she was on the phone. this in-

equality says t al. Kathy was on the phcne all the time from

8:?,0 to (:)-15. He,w ];:ally minutes was she on the phone during

this time span?

How many hours is this':

As you rc:mmh.,r from ],?,sson B, when inquality sym-

bet < or > are usel the endpoints with a "closed

dot".



Sin,:!c, the Faph (-).f Eathy's telephone conversation

::as a Jot for an endpoint at *:() and she was talking

r-n the shone at and IC the graph had showed an

open circles for endpoints, it would have meant that she

startrl talking rii7ht after :30 and hung up just before

The graph of her calls Tuesday night looked like this:

41DMOIM01111.!ti,II I I III I 111 1 1

LESSON

I I I

6pm 7pm 8pm 9pm 10pm Ilpm

EXERCISES

1. Describe the time interval she was on the phone on the

first call. (For example, "She started at 5:15 P.M. and

ended at 6:30 P.M.")

2. Describe the time interval she was on the phone for her

second call.

3. Her first call could be written in this form:

6:45 t 8:15

4. Her second call could be written as:

9:30 t 10:45

5. How much time did she spend on the phone that night?

6. How much time was left for other things such as studying,

watching T.V., listening to records, and washing her

hair between 6:00 and 11:00 that night?

51
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7. In making a two-hour lunar orbit, an astronaut is out

of touch with the earth for 45 minutes. His radio

contact is lost when he is behind the moon.

The table shown below gives some data on a lunar orbit.

Lunar Orbit

Time " Information

t = 3:15 begin radio blackout

3:15 < t < 4:00 duration of radio blackout

4:30 < t < 5:00 orbit correction

5:45 < t < 6:15 lunar photography

Graph all the times given above on a number line.

2 3 5 6
Graph the solution set for each inequality on a number line.

0. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9 X<8
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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10. X > 3 and X < 5.5

(Hint: Graph each inequality. The solution set is wherc2
both are true.)

<I
0 I 2 3

11. 5 < x < 9

I

I

I 1 1 'I I 1 I
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

32. X > 8 or X< 3

(Hint: Graph each inequality. The solution set is all
points on either graph.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II

59
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A=

WRITING MATHEMATICAL SENTENCES

-

CRaiLAS

YJ

CY

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

e.

p

1. Above equations. Ifihich ones do you recog-

ni /2 you d,-)n't recogni:e any of them go back
hhd 3tDA 7.) Tell that these formulas mean.

Which ,.' Lik! above formulas do you recognize from your
scicht:

How nan.y itv)ro fornu]as n.e ere besides the ones listed

above':

Formulas are reAlly very mysterious. .nyone can make

one. For example, if :;')ur grade Lt1 a class was based on your
total score on three the formula
S represel:t your grade.

Di this formula S stands for your total. score. A stands
for your score on the first Let. stands for your score on

the second test. and C the score on your third test.

4. What does this forula s::iy is done with your three test
scores?

60
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Which is easier to write, the description you lust wrote or

S = A + B + C? Actually, a formula is nothing more than a

shorter way of stating a rule.

Examples

English Description Formula

Twice A plus 3 times B

plus r, times C will give

X am(unt.

2A + 3B + 5C = X

Ifound
i;ontigrade tc:.,p(-r-ture may be

by :.;ubtret]ni_ ;:' from

the 12'.threnlici1 1periture and
5mu2tiplying t;10 ro.,At by
9

C
r

= -(-- (F - 32
0

)
)

T1-1 distance an object falls

1.: found by squaring the number

of seconds it falls and then

multiplying by 16.

d
0

= 16t`

. 61
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EXERCISES :: Fill in the blank.

English Description Mathematical Formula

2. E added to D equals X.

2. B + C = 6

3. G added to twice C equals

25.

4. A + B + C = 35

5. The stopping distance

of an automobile can be

approximated by squaring

the speed of the car

and multiplying that

number by .055.

Stopping distance =
2

):(

6. A knot is a nautical

term meaning nautical

mile per hour. To find

mph you must multiply

knots by 1.15.

mph = x

-
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7. i = 1.9w

P. C = ird

g. One formula used in

electric circuits is

Volts (E) equals

Current (I) multiplied

by Resistance (R).

E =

10. Another electrical

for is watts

(W) equals amperes

(I) multiplied by

voltage (E).

W =

Formulas are meant to help people solve mathematical

problems. They are actually a set of instructions.

For example, in #2 on page 57,

B C = 6. If B = 5, find C.

If we substitute the number 5 for the letter B, the equation

becomes 5 + C = 6. As you remember from working with the

balance beam, all you have to do to find C is subtract 5

from each side of the equation.

63
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B + C = 6

5 + c = 6

5 =-5

C = 1

11. Using the formula in exercise # 2. find B if C = 4.

12. Using the same formula, find the value of C if B = 3.5.

13. Using the Cormula you wrote in exercise 3, find the

value of G if C has a value of 10.

14. Using formula 5 on page 57, find the stopping

distance of a car traveling 30 mph.

l',. Find the stopping distance of a car traveling 60 mph.

16. If an ocean liner has a top speed of 40 knots, how many.

mph would this be?

. 64
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IY. The formula given in exercise / 7 actually gives the

re2ation between the length and width of a United States

If a flag has a width of 20 units, find its

length.

lc. Use the formula in #& to find C if d is 20.

Use ').1)-1- or 3 as an approximation for 7.)

It). Using the formula you wrote for #9, find the voltage in

an electrical circuit if the current is 20 amperes and

the resistance is 17 ohms.

20. Using the formula in # 10, find the number of watts

used by an electric frying pan if it uses 10 amps of

electricity at 120 volts.

21. Find the stopping distance of these three cars at a

dragstrip. At the end of a quartermile the first car

has reached a speed of 100 mph the second car is going

120 mph and the third car is going 140 mph.

. 65
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USING MATHEMATICAL SENTENCES

PROJECT fi TrIF-trurtinr!4:

objects suc:a.as tin cans,

cut out of dboard,

tape measurc:.

r-f'nther scl.mral rrurl

wf3tebw4kets, paper cups, cirles

. Al s;) :!cu will need a flexible

Make a table like this one:

-NI object Circumference
S__ fl

or.

DIAmter

11111014111 samsworwra....wateasMie.

Using a flexible tape,, measure Lhe circumference (distance

around the object) and the dieter (distance

objcct at its widest point).

CIRCUMFERENCE

. 66
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Write down these two measurements for each object in your

table. Then,using the formula C = n Mind an approximation for r.

Example: if C measured 31 inches and D measured 10 inches

the formula would be 31 = 71-10.

31 = nx 10
10 10

3.1 = 7

PROJECT #2

You can measure the distance around a round object by

rolling it along a ruler or yardstick. To do this you must

make a mark on the edge of the circle. Start with this mark

at the zero mark on the ruler. Then roll the object until the

mark comes back to meet the ruler.
fi

3 4

/ 1 1 1 111111
I I

If you knew the distance a wheel traveled making one

complete turn, what would be the distance traveled in two

complete turns? How about four complete turns?

How far would the circle travel in ten turns? How could

you use a circular object to measure distance?

An automobile odometer uses this principle to measure the

number of miles a car travels. The odometer is connected to

the rear wheels on most cars and counts the number of turns of

the wheels. The odometer is geared so that turns of the wheel

are converted to miles.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

How would these things affect the accuracy of a car odometer?

1. Driving fast for a while and then driving slow.

2. Changing to a much larger or smaller tire.
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3. Spinning the tires on ice or snow.

4. A hot rodder leaving E., patch of rubber.

5. Driving slow, then fast, then slow.

6. A car backing up a great distance.

7. Leaving the engine idling for several hours with the

transmission in neutral.

8. Coasting down hills with the engine turned off.

9. A wrecker towing the car with the rear wheels lifted off

the highway.

MEASURING BY ROLLING

Any round object can measure distance. The formula is

D = nc

D stands for the distance the object is rolled. n stands

for the number of turns the object rolled. c stands for

the circumference or distance around the object.

Example #1 If a wheel with a circumference of six feet

makes eight complete turns, what distance does

it travel?
D = nc
D = 8 x 6 feet
D = 48 feet

Example #2 If a wheel has a circumference of five feet,

how many turns does it make in traveling a mile?

(Don't forget a mile is 5280 feet.)

D = nc

5280 = n x 5

5280 = 5n-5- -7
1056 = n

The wheel must make 1056 turns to tr3ve.L a mile.

88
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Part A Use a wheel to measure scme distances around your

classroom or school. If possib3e measure the sa'r.o

distance several times using different size wheels.

Always use the formula D = nc.

Fill in the table below.

What was measured
Circumference
of wheel

Number of
turns Distance

Part B Use the formula D = nc to solve these problems.

1. How many turns does a boat trailer tire make

to travel a mile (5280 feet) if its circumference

is four feet?

2. How many turns does an auto tire make in a

mile if its circumference is seven feet?

3. If a tire turns 660 times and has a circumference

of eight feet, what distance does it travel?

4. If a go-cart tire makes 25 turns in 60 feet, what

is its circumference?

. 69
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if a tire has a circumference of 54 inches and turns l6

times, what distance does it travel?

PROJECT 1/3 fin,Ahk:i way t'.) meusuic distuncQ Ls by ,51.16

formula I) = rt.

D stands for distance.

r stands for the rate of travel.

t stands for the time.

Li' the rate is given in feet per second then the time

must be measured in seconds.

If r is given in feet per minute then t must be measured

in minutes.

If r is given in feet per hour then t must be given in

hours.

INNIIIMMMININ

60D = rt is a formula you have used before.

It is used when r is given in miles per hour and t is givcm

in minutes.

To use either D = rt or 60D = rt to find the distance you

must know the rate of travel.

First Step: Find your rate of walking. Have someone time you

while you walk off a distance you know (such as

the width of your classroom). The timing should

be done in seconds.

D (the distance you walked) is

t (the number of seconds it took you) is

With these two values find r,

Second Step: using D = rt

= r

= r

Thus your rate of walking is feet per second.

. 70
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LESSON 11

Third Step: Now you're ready to measure other distances.

For example, to measure the length of your

school hall, time how long it takes you to

walk this distance. Try to walk at the same

speed you did in the first step of the project.

r (your rate of walking) is

t (number of seconds) is

D = rt

D =

D =

Measure four other distances around your school using this

method. Fill in the table and show the mathematics you had

to do to get the answer.

D= rt

From what point to
what point did you
measure?

r

(your rate)
t

(number of
seconds it
took you)

D
(distance)

ple:one end of hall to
the other

1.

a.

3.

4.

5.

5 ft. per
second

45 sec. 225 ft.

'21
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PROJECT #4 Temperature Conversion

For this experiment you need two thermometers, one

reading in Fahrenheit and the other in Centigrade. Also

you need a glass of water and ice cubes. The group working

on this project is divided up into two parts. One part reads

the Fahrenheit thermometer and converts these readings into

Celtigrade degrees. The other students do just the opposite.

They record the readings on the Centigrade thermometer and

convert them into Fahrenheit degrees. The two groups must

take their readings at the same time.

Procedure: The two thermometel!s are placed in a glass

of ice water until the mercury stop:,. dvopping. Both groups

record the reading of their thermometer at this time. Then

the thermometers are removed from the ice water and placed

near heat (such as a heat register or the sunlight). Every

30 seconds each group takes another reading on their

thermometer.

Each group would fill in one of the tables on the next
two pages.
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For the group reading the thermometer in Fahrenheit

degrees, the formula to use is

C = 13. (F - 32)

For example, if the temperature read was 420 F., this

formula becomes

= 5C - 7 x(42-32)

C
9

x(io)

C 5 x 10 5° 755

Then 420 F. must be the same as 5 5- C
9

Their table is
'''

Time Degrees Fahrenheit
What this would be
in Centigrade degrees

_,
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For the group reading the thermometer in Centigrade

degrees, the formula is

F = O + 32

For example, if the temperature is 60 C., the formula

becomes

F = 2 x 6 + 32
5

F= 55 + 32

F= 10 +32

F = 42 4°

5

Thus 6° C. is the same temperature as 42
e

F.
5

The table is

I Time Degrees Centigrade Degrees Fahrenheit

---
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PROJECT b5 The formula: class r

w }ii;Izi,
ating = is very

HiP
ht

important at the dragstrip. The National Hot Rod

Association places stoch cars in various classes accoedinc

to this formula. To find the class rating, the title weight

of the car is divided by its advertised horsepower. Then

a table gives the class in which the car will race.

For example, consider these three cars:

A. A 3000 lbs. compact car with a 200 H.P. engine.

B. A 3750 lbs. intermediate car with a 250 H.P. engine.

C. A 4500 lbs. luxury car with a 300 H.P. engine.

The formula for Car A would be:

Car B:

Car C:

Class rating =
3000 lbs.
200 H.P.

Class rating = 15 lbs. per H.P.

3750 lbs.
Class rating = 250 H.P.

Class rating = 15 lbs. per H.P.

Class rating =
4500 lbs.
300 H.P.

Class rating = 15 lbs. per H.P.

200 U3000

15
250 3750

15
300 17575r

Because all three cars have the same class rating (15) they

would all race in the same class. According to the table

at the top of page 65, what class would this be? Do you

think it would be a fair race?
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!iore is part of the table

uses to classify stoe. cars.

7 .

National Hot Rod Association

L/S-33.00 to 13.99

m/s-.(o to F.4() /s-14.00 to 14.99

c/s-.5o to 8.99 N/s-15.00 to 15.99

D/s-9.00 to 9.)4(1 0/5-16.00 to 16.99

E/s-9.550 to 9.99 P/s-17.00 to 18.99

F/s-J0.00 to 10.49 Q/s-19.00 to 20.99

(W5 -10.50 to 10.99 R/s-21.00 to 22.99

H/S-3J.00 to 11.49 T/s-23.00 to 24.99

I/S-11.50 to al.')9 u/s-25.00 to 26.99

V5-12.00 to 12.19 v/s-27.00 or more

K/S-12.50 to 12.99

Part A Classify these ten stock cars into their proper class:

1. A 3500 lb car with a 350 H.P. engine.

2. A compact weighing 2475 lbs. wit% a 200 H.P. engine.

3. A 4000 lb. sedan with a 200 H.P. engine.

4. A 3700 lb. hardtop with a 425 H.P. Hemi engine.

5. A 3240 lb. compact convertible with a 180 H.P. engine.

6. A 2880 lb. economy car with a 120 H.P. engine.

7. A 4100 lb. luxury sedan with a 325 H.P. engine.

8. A 3000 lb. car with a 375 H.P. engine.

9. A 3155 lb. hardtop with a 250 H.P. engine.

10. A 2400 lb. Model A with a 40 H.P. engine.

Part B Find the weight and horsepower of seve-al cars and classify them according
to NHRA rules. For each car give the make and model, title weight, horsepower, and

class it would run in at the dragstrip.



PROJECT 116 Here are some other formulas. Make up your own

exercises.

W = 5.5(H - 60) + 110

This formula is thought,by some people to give the proper

weight of a person.

W stands for weight in pounds.

H stands for height in inches.

Example: Find the weight of a person who is 5 feet 10

inches tall.

5 feet 10 inches equals 70 inches (5 x 12 + 10)

W= 5.5 (70 - 60) + 110

W = 5.5 (10) + 110

W = 5.5 x 10 + 110

W = 55 + 110

W = 165 lbs.

Thus the formula tells us that this person should weigh

165 lbs.

#2 Imperial gallons x 1.2 = U.S. 'gallons

U.S. gallon x .8327 = Imperial gallon

#3 Batting Average =
H

LESS ..)N 11

H = number of hits

B = official times at bat

The division is carried out

correct to three decimal places.

Example: A batter has 27 hits out of 72 official times

at bat.
27

Batting Average = 72 127.000

Thus, his batting average is .375.

.375
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#4 ERA- E.4 x 9

The earned Run Average is a way of comparinr tho abilitI

of baseball pitchers.

The formula used is ERA =
ER
--r- x 9

ER is the number of earned runs the pitcher has

allowed.

I stands for the number of innings the piteler ha._;

pitched.

Example: A pitcher has allowed 15 earned runs in 11.5 innings.

ERA = 15 x 9

ERA = 1 x 9

ERA = 3.00


